
   

Reality Statements: 
• All vaccines taken by myself and loved ones are safe, effective, and leave our faculties and sovereignty intact. 
• Everything that enters codes that causes my body to expand my wellness, balance, clarity, and health in all 

dimensions.
• Great Love, Protection, and Healing surrounds myself and each individual in my family as our world 

Shifts. 

We are declaring an 
energetic design for the 

entire Web of Life in Earth 
Experience 

Cut the galactic glyphs apart.  
Place the Glyph under clear 

quartz crystals as you are 
guided. 

They will broadcast 
anywhere, alter, pocket, 

window, desk, etc. 
You and all you love are held 

within this vibrations. 
   

If you want to explore more of the 
information I was given by Sananda 
and the Ancient Ones over the years, 

go to my website: 
www.sharonriegiemaynard.com 

If you are ready for more... there is 
more levels coming within the month.

* Designing and 
Creating a Culture 
based on Women's 

Values for those they 
Love.

http://www.sharonriegiemaynard.com


 

The projects of the Sacred Ground Collective began with the Time Travel Circle. The intentions of the Time Travel 
circle is to change mass consciousness by preventing the insertion of harmful concepts in times past. The changes 
made in the TT circle frees the energy to be called into healthy forms.  
The intentions of the Crystal Broadcaster's circles is to bring that freed energy into specific coded Realities. We are 
laying new foundations for the future. 

If you would like to be on group calls, we meet every Monday online. 

Details for our weekly calls: Monday 
2 pm to 3:30 pm PST 
Zoom: 
The password: ourspace in embedded in the url: 
https://zoom.us/j/111137815?pwd=YW5ZOHltb09lbk1Kak9RalZwVTNvZz09 
If you come in via the zoom app, you will use the meeting ID and password: Meeting ID: 111 137 815 
Passcode: ourspace 

Some of the Circles created by Crystal 
Broadcasters around the world.


